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The 2013 edition of Cracking the ACT has everything you need to master the ACT exam. The eBook version has been optimized for on-screen viewing with cross-linked questions,
answers, and explanations, and includes: â€¢ Access to 3 full-length practice tests with detailed answer explanationsâ€”2 in the eBook and 1 online â€¢ Specifics on what you need
to know for all five sections of the ACT, including rhetorical skills for English, geometry for Math, strategies for Reading, experiments for Science, and guidelines for the Essay â€¢ A
completely revised chapter about the Science Test â€¢ Strategies for tur...Â The book was easy to navigate and had many opportunities to review and take practice tests in the book.
Cracking the ACT. Published by Thriftbooks.com User , 14 years ago. Bought this book for my daughter and it helped her prepare for the test. I srtongly believe it got her and extra 35 points on the test.Â Cracking the ACT contained not only great practice tests, but its English and Math reviews helped me a lot! I took a diagnostic test in the Peterson's book and
scored in the low twenties for Math and English (I didn't even attempt the others because the book was terrible). After reviewing the Princeton Review book, I was able to score a 29
and 30 on Math and English, respectively on the real test. This includes ACT prep books and PDFs. This rule is strictly enforced. No score estimate threads.Â So lately I have
received a lot of DMs regarding the ACT essay. It seems to me most people are just stumped with how this essay is formatted and how to approach it, logically though, as this essay
is really like no other essay you will ever write. There, of course, are plenty of online resources that attempt to explain the format and approach and several practice tests that host a
myriad of distinct prompts, but never seem to address the fundamental issues that surround this essay and its nauseating strategies.

